IAQG & AESQ Collaboration Statements

- IAQG and AESQ are dedicated to improve the quality standard of our industry
- IAQG and AESQ are complementary and do not compete
  - IAQG focus is to provide standardization and reduce additional, company specific quality requirements throughout the overall aerospace and defence aviation industry and provides a certification scheme adjust
  - AESQ focus is to reduce additional, company-specific quality requirements within the aero engine supply chain, flowed down contractually by the OEM’s. Furthermore, AESQ members are committed to flow down AS9100 contractually
- Whenever feasible for both sides and to gain synergies, AESQ members will actively support IAQG’s initiatives e.g. FAI revision initiative
- As AESQ focus is on additional requirements, it could occur over time IAQG to publish similar ones. To avoid duplications and to keep the aero engine quality requirements as simple as possible, AESQ will regularly review the IAQG standards to withdraw such issues.
- The IAQG – AESQ collaboration is managed by the IAQG and AESQ collaboration team.
- IAQG and AESQ inform each other about their projects, but don’t take control
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